


Most substitute placement vendors are starting to offer an ASP (Application Service Provider) solution as 
an alternative to the outdated calling-box model. Does that mean that they are finally able to match the rich 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) functionality that Aesop has provided for almost a decade? See for yourself:

Are all substitute placement systems the same?
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AESOP:
THE DIFFERENCES

There is a difference. Discover for yourself why Aesop serves more districts nationwide than any 
other substitute placement system, why over 225 of those districts switched to Aesop from other 
vendors, and why not one has ever gone back. 

Substitutes Across Multiple Organizations: 
Registered substitutes can view and accept jobs at neighboring districts with one 
ID and pin number, allowing your district access to a larger substitute pool.  

YES NO

Attachments:
Within the website application, schools and teachers can attach documents 
to absences that are then viewable by the substitute after the job has been 
accepted.

YES NO

Email Notification:
The system can proactively notify substitutes and administrators via email 
regarding important information such as reports, job assignments, absence 
cancellations, and substitute cancellations.

YES NO

Multi-Tenant Architecture:
Multi-tenant architecture serves multiple customers on one centralized 
database. All customers are housed on the same redundant, partitioned 
database in a world-class data-center to ensure data integrity and security.

YES NO

Quarterly Updates:
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) allows the release of free upgrades and 
enhancements to the application that are available immediately to the entire 
customer base.

YES NO

Cutting Edge Customer Service:
Contact Client Services Representatives not only by traditional phone and e-mail 
options, but also by the free, instant live chat feature within the application.

YES NO

Custom Report Writer:
Included custom report writer allows district level personnel to create reports on 
virtually any data in the system. These reports can be easily exported into other 
formats such as HTML, Delimited Text, Access or Microsoft Excel.

YES NO
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